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Who is  GeoMAPP?
Kentucky Department of Libraries and Archives (KDLA)
Kentucky Division of Geographic Information (DGI)

NC Center for Geographic Information and Analysis (CGIA)
North Carolina State Archives
NC State University Libraries

Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center (AGRC)
Utah State Archives



The GeoMAPP Way

Learn By Doing: Have to Start Somewhere!
Can’t Do it Alone: Collaboration is KEY
Speak New Languages
Don’t Reinvent the Wheel: Leverage Existing 
Infrastructure(s)
When To Preserve?: New Approaches to Workflow



Why Archive Geospatial Data?Why Archive Geospatial Data?
Commonly Understood ProcessesCommonly Understood Processes

Show change in the following kinds of studies over time:

Land use change analysis     Site Location analysis 
Real estate trends                  Disaster response 

Meet legal challenges             Historical trends



What is GeoMAPP?
Preservation of “at risk” superseded geospatial 
content
Building the relationship between State GIS and 
Archives staff
Interstate partnerships
Exploration of business case drivers
Data replication among several states
Implementation of a geographically disperse 
content-exchange network
Local, state and national outreach



Desired OutcomesDesired Outcomes

Model best practices within a distributed digital preservation 
network 

INTERSTATE and INTRASTATE content movement

Catalyze collaboration among/between state CIOs, librarians, 
archivists, as well as other partners, stakeholder associations, and  
industry (ESRI, OGC)

Demonstrate and document concrete, repeatable results

Broad sharing of lessons learned

Provide a focus for stewardship of state and local government 
digital information within a larger national context

Collect and provide access to important information for Congress, 
others



Identify the Risks to Investment
in Geospatial Information:

Unique geospatial data formats
Spatial database complexity
Fragility and uncertainty                               
surrounding digital cartographic representation
Approaches to dataset and attribute naming, and 
attribute classification schemes
Issues related to time-versioned content
Metadata unavailability or inconsistency
No generally supported content packaging design for 
complex geospatial data



Kentucky Geo-Architecture



• KYGEONET has 487 Published Items!

• KYGEONET and associated state web sites received 7.5 
million hits a month from over 32,000 Unique Visitors!

• This resource is maintained by over a dozen 
“Responsible” Publishers 

• Over 25 Layers Published to the National Map

• Full Integration with National Geospatial one Stop (GOS) 
and Geography Network

Centralized KYGEONET Facts 



KyGeonet Portal Offers Search & Display

Place Name

Type

Theme

Keyword



Geospatial Data Formats

Requiring ESRI GIS Software to Read

SDE and File Geo Databases
Shape Files – sets of configured output data that can be 
reconfigured for research (usually combines  easily read 
image, XML, and spreadsheet data)
Georeferenced image files (ortho imagery, aerial etc.)

Static formats not requiring GIS software to read

GeoPDF or PDF
Image files (JPEG and TIF) including scanned maps



Dataflow for Kentucky’s Archival System



Layers per State and Sample ISO Categories

State - Layers       Central (local)

Utah 339
Biota (wildlife) 29
Boundaries 24
Transportation 17

North Carolina 40 (2047)
Biota (wildlife) 1   (16)
Boundaries 4  (410)
Transportation 35 (203)

Kentucky 286
Biota (wildlife) 41
Boundaries 30
Transportation 9 



Appraisal of Dynamic Geospatial Data

• Traditional appraisal applied to images & 
databases
– Identifying & describing “official record”
– Setting retention

• Non-traditional factors in GIS records 
management
– Inventory of data by GIS category/theme and layer
– Point of capture selection
– Frequency of capture determined 
– Determining format for preservation



Frequency of Capture of Layers for 
Long Term Retention?

Layer names Month  Quarter    Annual

State government (KYGEONET)

All database layers 100%
Images                                          (when funds are obtained)

Local government (small sample of those archiving)

Address Points 44.4%      11.1%      27.8% 
Utilities (water/sewer lines) 33.3% 5.6%       27.8% 
Airports & Airfields 5.6% 5.6%     27.8%
Railroad Lines 5.6%  0.0%     27.8%
Schools (districts, locations) 11.1%       16.7%     27.8%
Emergency/911 (police/ fire) 22.2%       11.1%     27.8%
Hydrography/Watershed 0.0%          0.0%      22.2%



Records Retention Schedule

The system is scheduled as a permanent record and all image 
files are saved permanently. Copies come to the archive even 
when they are still in the system.

Selected vector (data) files which are either:

“vital” for special  backup procedures
archival for periodic capture and transfer to archive

Vector data from each contributing agency is evaluated in the 
context of all agency records and captured through periodic 
snapshots



Retention Schedule – State GIS agency



Schedules for GIS Records

Division of Geographic Information
The centralized system fed by multiple agencies

State agencies with GIS series not in KYGEONET
University model schedule

One general series that covers static and dynamic maps
Kentucky Geological Survey separate

General schedule for state agencies
One general series that covers static and dynamic maps

Local records
One general series that covers static and dynamic maps  
whether for a county or for a consortium



Local Retention Schedule & Archiving

Desire to control information as a revenue source
Project created MOA where archived data sent to the 
state

Consortiums contain private utility data
Some counties rely on Area Development Districts to 
create maps for them
Property Value Administrators (PVA) are paid by the 
state, but want to maintain local control of data
Archiving is seldom uniform and may not contain full 
metadata



Geospatial Metadata within Database

tures in the image caused by terrain relief and sensor orientation have been reduc
cteristics of a photograph with the geometric qualities of a map 

ERSI ARCCatalog 
view of layers in    
a database 



DSpace Entry for Static GIS Records



Archiving Projects that Document 
Activities - Disaster Response Analysis

Winter Ice Storm 
– Service outage 
1-29-2009

Winter Ice Storm –
Service Outage    
2-09-2009



Archival Web Services as Access Tools

Services with configurable 
public viewers that could 
be used to demonstrate 
change using archived files

and/or allow 
downloading of 
archived files



Stewardship: Repository as Catalyst

Repository Goal

Identify and protect at-risk (emergency management and archival) data 
Explore technical and organizational challenges

Project End Goal

Data Producers: Improved temporal data practices and risk 
management
Archives: More efficient means of acquiring and preserving data



Advantages and Challenges of
Centralized State GIS Systems

Advantages
Easily capture the most important GIS layers at once 
Researchers can easily select and use appropriate layers from 
a single source if they have access to ERSI software
Access tools can to be constructed to show uniform views over 
time based on the web service configuration
Records schedule is relatively simple and scheduled by agency

Challenges
Files that are locally controlled have to be appraised and 
accessioned separately or stored locally
Technical meta data of archived files stays within the geospatial 
files not in the archival system 
The “record” is defined by the way the archived files 
(databases) are displayed to the public not as separate outputs


